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February 12, 2020

United States Department of Transportation
Essential Air Service (EAS) and Small Community Air Service Development Program
U.S. Department ofTransportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

Re: Essential Air Service at Plattsburgh international Airport - Docket # DOT-OST-2003-14783

Dear Mr. Martin:

On behalf ofTown of Plattsburgh, I am writing to express strong support for SkyWest's EAS proposal
regarding services at Plattsburgh International Airport (PBG). We welcome SkyWest's proposal to
provide air service between Plattsburgh, NY, and Washington, DC via Dulles International Airport. We
recognize that from Dulles, travelers can access the airline's extensive route system and benefit from its
relationships with other carriers, such as United Express.

The North Country Region has seen and continues to see strong economic growth, which will only be
enhanced by adding SkyWest's service. With the recent $55 million terminal expansion, PBG is growing
to meet the needs of their travelers, providing more space for potential airlines, adding new gates and an
approved FIS facility. The airport will only continue to grow with the recent $38 million awarded by
New York State. We strongly believe that SkyWest Airlines is the best fit for our newly improved and
growing airport

The addition of SkyWest service at PBG is crucial to our town and region for a myriad of reasons. That
list includes access, connecting flights, code share with United, seamless ticketing and on and on.
SkyWest will help to elevate Plattsburgh, what SkyWest will in turn experience is a weláoming
community that is prepared to take to the sky together. Locally PBG is recognized as the premier regional
airport in the North Country. Paired with SkyWest as premier service that profile will grow globally.

As the North Country Region continues to grow, the need for reliable, seamless air service to a major hub
with proven connectivity is vital to the region's success. We support SkyWest's bid to become the EAS
carrier for PBG and the North Country Region.

Sincerely,
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Michael S. Casiiinan
Plattsburgh Town Supervisor


